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Abstract
This study presents research regarding the language of colors and of
computers. The focus was color: translated through personal imagery,
transferred and changed through media, and programmed through the
computer. The research was a subjective experience within an objective
context.
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"By the 'language of images', we mean three
sorts of things:
(1) language about images, the words we use
to talk about pictures, sculptures, designs,
and abstract spacial patterns in the world, in
art and in the mind; the interpretive dis-
course a culture regards as appropriate to its
image systems;
(2) images regarded as a language; the
semantic, syntactic, communicative power of
images to encode messages, tell stories,
express ideas and emotions, raise questions,
and 'speak' to us;
(3) verbal language as a system informed by
images, literally in the graphic character of
writing systems or 'visible language', figur-
atively in the penetration of verbal languages
by concerns for patterning, presentation and
representation."
W.J.T. Mitchell
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cn 2, computer image. cn 3, computer image.
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Introduction
My goal was to use the computer to generate personal color nota-
tions. To this end, I constructed a project which combined my exploration
of the changing relationships of color with a personal course of study of
the computer graphic system at the Visible Language Workshop at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Several issues evolved throughout the project. Briefly, they were an
extension of personal color imagery, the translation of that imagery to
print, and the generation of my color notations on the computer. The use
of 'softcopy' became a means for visualizing my ideas.
A significant aspect of my research is to provide a study for graphic
designers and other visual artists who want to learn about computer
graphics. My primary manner of research has been 'visual'. Many graphic
designers would confront concepts of computer graphics in a similar way.
Moholy-Nagy expresses it this way: "Visual experience is more than
the experience of pure sensory qualities. Visual sensations are interwoven
with memory overlays and each visual configuration contains meaningful
text while evoking associations of things and events, as well as creating
emotional and conscious responses."' And, in the words of Rudolf
Arnheim, "Visual perception is visual thinking." 2
cn 4, computer image.
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The project was structured by weekly objectives and 'problem sets'.
Each week, I produced various color pieces: Polaroid SX-70s, color slides,
or formal studies which were an extension of basic design exercises. In
addition, I worked with experienced programmers and started generating
and modifying color pieces on the computer.
Written documentation was essential to the project. It reinforced the
learning process by offering a chronicle for reflection. The journal reflects
the idiosyncratic nature of the project. It became a receptacle for color
impressions, organizational charts, notes on related reading, and other
source material. I included everything from the fantasies and folly of late
night musings to f-stops and color separation experiments.
This report presents parts of the journal. For clarity, I have cate-
gorized and restructured them. No attempt has been made to report the
chronological sequence of my explorations. In some instances, I have fore-
gone the rigors of formal expository writing in order to include excerpts
which would otherwise be kept private.
Initially, the computer lexicon was confusing. Learning the terms
was part of the project. I have included a glossary to recount my personal
definitions. These explanations may help other graphic artists to under-
stand the confusing jargon of computers.cn 6, basic design exercise.
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Color Notations
"Long, long weekend of colors ... Friday was a struggle with water-
colors ... except for a pale Paynes Grey wash down the page, then a
brilliant green/red stripe at the bottom ... I felt the contrast....
Arguing; the thio violet, rose madder, and cadmium yellow would not
come together ... I'd close my eyes and the frustration would turn to
dissonant colors.... Dreams of the painting working with rosy
yellows and large gestures ... the painting was so pure and full of
spirit that I awoke so as to save the impression...."3
Among all the elements of visual design - line, form, volume,
space, texture, etc. - color is the most subjective. Our perception of blue
derives not only from its physical properties, but also from the personal
and historical allusions one brings to blue.
The following is a series of reflections by Joset Albers and
Johannes Itten, two prominent color educators. I present their thoughts
with these ideas in mind: that perception of color is relative to its medium,
that there is a difference between the science of color and the experience
of color, and that the way we see and use color reflects our 'inner self'.
"In visual perception, a color is almost never seen as it really is - as
it physically is. This fact makes color the most relative medium in
art."'4
"In writing, a knowledge of spelling has nothing to do with an under-
standing of poetry. A factual identification of colors within a given
cn 8, photograph. painting has nothing to do with a sensitive seeing nor with an
understanding of the color action within the painting.",
13
cn 9, Color-aid. cn 10, Color-aid.
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"Just as the knowledge of acoustics does not make one musical -
so no color system by itself can develop one's sensitivity for color.
And experience teaches that in visual perception there is a discrep-
ancy between physical fact and psychic effect.
What counts here - is not so-called knowledge of so-called facts,
but vision - seeing. Seeing here implies Schauen and is coupled
with fantasy, with imagination."
"Between black and white there throbs the universe of chromatic
phenomena, so long as colors are bound to the world of objects we
can perceive them and recognize their relationships; their inner
essence remains concealed from our understanding and must be
grasped intuitively, hence rules and formulae can be no more than
sign posts on the way to color fulfillment in art." 7
"The color combinations constructed as harmonious by each individ-
ual here represent individual subjective opinion. This is subjective
color. If subjective timbre is significant of a person's inner being,
then much of his mode of thought, feeling and action can be
inferred from his color combinations. Intrinsic constitution and
structure are reflected in the colors which are generated by disper-
sion and filtration of the white light of life and by the electromag-
netic vibrations in the psychophysiological medium of the
individual."
"He who wants to become a master of color must see, feel and expe-
rience each individual color in its many endless combinations with
all other colors. Color must have a mystical capacity for spiritual
expression without being tied to objects.""
cn 11, color-aid.
15
cn 12, Color-aid,
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The formal design exercises were about seeing, feeling, and experi-
encing color. In the summer of 1978, I started a color journal to record the
changing light and weather in the West River Valley. I used colored paper
from several Color-aid packs cut into one-eighth strips. The color bands
were composed within a horizontal or verticle grid. The rectangular frame
was in the same proportion as a 35mm camera. To me, the color pieces
were photographs of landscapes with a manually constructed time lapse.
These color landscapes were a starting point for my thesis project.
I envisioned the initial pieces as 'idea-sketches' about visual memory. My
goal was to reconstruct a memory of a specific time period. Previous
journals and old photographs helped to trigger my recollection. I used
Color-aid and the familiar grid of one-eighth inch strips. The square format
corresponded to the image on the computer video display.
In a sketchbook, I found an uncut palette chosen after a weekend
spent by the ocean. Each color in the palette began to take on a life of its
own. I associated certain feelings with certain combinations of color. Red
strawberries, pink beach towels, and the warm feelings associated with
family reunions were recalled. Arthur Koestler refers to these recollections
as 'vivid fragment-memories'.
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cn 13, Color-aid. cn 14, Color-ald.
my, images Involeve blowing aup and reducing -- enlarging smalll
intimate relftection, separting particles - o6 color overlaying
layers and reconstructing
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"The vivid detail is usually described as 'striking', 'evocative',
'nostalgic', 'frightening', it always has some emotional significance.
It is mostly on a pre-verbal level. Only some exceptionally sharp,
vivid details are capable of being 'revived' or 'reproduced', the
remainder must be restructured." 10
Each successive piece grew from the previous one. The present
intruded. I found myself responding as much to the jazz on the radio and
the snow falling outside as to recollections from two summers past. The
colors became an intimate and direct expression of my inner conversa-
tions. They became a metaphor, colors interacting with colors - complex
metaphors.
"Metaphor is a matter of imaginative rationality. It permits our under-
standing of one kind of experience in terms of another. Creating
coherences by virtue of imposing gestalts that are structured by
natural dimensions of experience. New metaphors are capable of
creating new understanding and, therefore, new realities....
"But metaphor is not merely a matter of language, it is a matter of
conceptual structure and conceptual structure is not merely a
matter of the intellect. It involves all the natural dimensions of our
experience, including aspects of our senses, color, shape, texture,
sound, etc., these dimensions structure not only mundane experi-
ence but aesthetic experience as well. Each art medium picks out
certain ways of structuring experience in terms of the natural
dimensions.""
cn 15, Color-aid.
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Metaphor helps us grasp those concepts which are abstract and not
clearly delineated; i.e., experiences such as emotions, ideas, or times past.
It lets us understand these concepts through associational terms and gives
us ways to communicate. The color pieces were metaphors in that colors
represented a range of complex feelings.
t
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Reproduction and Print
According to William Ivins: "Many of the most characteristic ideas
and abilities of our Western civilization have been intimately related to
our skill to repeat pictorial statements and communications."1 2
At present, the graphic artist is confronted with rapid advances in
graphic technologies. In the area of graphic reproduction, new techniques
offer extremely sophisticated electronic scanners and a high degree of
color-correction technology. This presents a problem for the graphic artist
who is often untrained and unfamiliar with new technology.
The project involved experiments with a range of media. My aim
was to understand some of the basic principles in printing and reproduc-
tion technology (e.g., additive and subtractive color systems). The transla-
tion of personal color pieces from the original to print and the changes
inherent in each successive generation were my main interest. "The
image itself acquires its own history, and as successive prints enfold
additional memories occur to insure new life, new layers of meaning.""
When I began, I was open to the possibilities in the various print
media. The range included: color prints from 35mm negatives, Polaroid
prints of the computer video display, and color xeroxes from slides.
23
cn 18, photograph.
24
I also experimented with color separation techniques and used
3M Color-Key and Kwik-print material for proofing. As Zimmerman
describes in Options For Color Separation:
"The techniques are interpretive rather than reproductive. They-have
a life of their own and their beauty lies in their own specific
qualities rather than in the qualities of an original artwork."14
To begin the project, I selected a series of color notations from a
contact sheet. I had them enlarged to 8 x 10 inch prints and was surprised
by the results. The images were sharp and the colors were luscious, but
the subject matter had changed. The content of the photograph now
dominated. The pictures were about swimming pools and lawn chairs
rather than about "color interaction".
"The eye is prone to deception and the brain to illusion. When our
expectations are aroused we are easily deceived and on the
scantiest of sense data we will accept an interpretation which
matches our inclination. Art and magic rely on both our tolerant
senses and on our conditioned reflexes to create their illusion. The
reproduction of natural phonomenon by mixing of pigments is
essentially based on these fallibilities. These layers of colour can
appear to be a multitude of subtle shades in modern colour photog-
raphy, blue dye, as if by magic, has become an azure sky, it is a
most effective illusion."15
cn 19, photograph.
cn 20, photograph.
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cn 21, digitized computer Image.
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cn 22, Kwik-print.
27
cn 23, Kwik-print.
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The next medium I investigated was Polaroid 8 x 10 inch print
materials to reproduce images from the computer video display. A camera
made by Dunn Instruments takes information from the TV monitor on the
frame buffer and relays it to a small TV monitor inside the camera. This
information is then transmitted to the Polaroid print material. The results
were unpredictable and disappointing. The colors were a poor interpreta-
tion of those from the computer video display. The experience of
immediate retrieval of the 'original' with its rich and vibrant colors
prejudiced my expectations for the Polaroid representation. Duane Palyka
articulates this phenomenon when he states it with the following: "A
digital picture can be saved, transferred and restored without any loss of
information. To make a copy of a digitized image is to make another
original, a bit is a bit and is transferred exactly."1"
The results of the color separation experiments were equally
unexpected. There are a number of ways to simulate color separation
techniques used by the print industry. A very thorough explanation of
these methods is explained in Options for Color Separation, edited by Phil
Zimmermann. Essentially, "Photographic separations are made through
sets of filters which absorb certain wavelengths of light, when the
resulting negatives are printed over one another in their complimentary
color a full image appears.""
cn 24, Kwik-print.
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cn 25, 3M Color-key, yellow. cn 26, 3M Color-key, yellow magenta.
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cn 27, 3M Color-key, yellow, magenta and cyan.
The particular 'system' I worked out included: Kodak tri-x film, 25,
58, and 47 Wratten gelatin filters, a mezzotint screen and Agfa copyproof
materials. The negatives were combined with Kwik-print.
Only in a few prints was I able to achieve the dreamlike, hazy
impressions that I was looking for. The proofing process was unreliable.
The cyan, yellow, and magenta competed with one another so that the
prints looked like a three color mezzotint screen rather than lawn chairs in
the park.
Even when I had emotionally and intellectually accepted the prints as
pieces in their own right, muddy prints are still muddy prints. The
'original' color pieces by both the Color-aid and the computer were a
direct extension of my thoughts. The reproductions often seemed outside
of my control. I found the results to be disappointing and frustrating.
I reached several conclusions from my printmaking activity.
Through experience, I became familiar with the technical procedures. I
further clarified those 'qualities' which give 'life' to a reproduction. I found
that color and content vary from medium to medium depending on the
translation. "There must be an essence ... an integrity of an image which
extends or transcends the process."
31
cn 28, photograph. cn 29, 3M Color-key.
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The aim of my thesis project was not to perfect traditional photo-
graphic reproduction techniques; nor was it to solve the age-old issues of
transforming an original to print. The experience of color 'in transition'
reaffirmed my primary objective to generate personal color notations on
the computer.
33
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cn 30, color-xerox, journal.
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Computing Processes & Computing Machines
"Rarely have two disciplines joined forces seemingly to bring out
the worst in each other as have computers and art." 8
"The relationship between artist and computer is important to
people in the arts and science and to society as a whole."' 9
Conflicting views of computer art force the graphic artist to
question its potential. At present, the graphic arts industry is using
sophisticated computer technology primarily in the area of typesetting
and printing. More recent developments include page layout systems.
Over the past three years, the Visible Language Workshop has
been developing a computer graphics system. It is an 'interactive,' full-
color imaging system with the additional capability to photographically
input images. Research has been focused on the "interaction of computer
typography, layout, pagination, and color separation systems." The work-
shop also projects advances in 'hard copy' output.
The following is an introduction to the computer graphics system
at the Visible Language Workshop. I will recount, in a personal narrative,
those experiences which are most vivid in my memory. After wading
through the piles of notes, code, and diagrams, I arrived at a few key
topics. They are: "getting on" the machine (getting past the initial
machine intimidation), ideas about learning to program, and an account
of my computer color notations.
third computer image.
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I started with a persistent desire to learn about and use the
computer. I felt an intense 'machine phobia' and an emotional block
toward mathematical expressions. I found the logic of the computing
process easier to conceptualize than the computer jargon used to
describe it. I was unfamiliar with the 'language'. A newcomer in a foreign
country can communicate through gestures and other nonverbal cues.
Machines, however, do not respond to a friendly smile. "They deflate the
9/1 ego and show no respect for who you are and what you represent."
Personal associations I brought to words like 'memory' and 'word'
served to distort my understanding of their use in the computer field. In
addition "Conflicts between mathematical language and common
langauge may account for the mistrust of intuition if there are several
meanings floating around in someone's head." 20
Direct confrontation with the machine proved futile. Once I
managed to 'login' after reading fairly simple printed instructions, I would
stare at the terminal and wonder ... what next? .. . then type 'help'.
Information would appear on the terminal screen with terms like 'trees'
and 'roots'. I could not imagine how these correlated to the wires and
machine parts that I could see inside the computer. In frustration, I would
'logout'.
41
cn 32, computer image.
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Initially, it was hard for me to sit at the machine for even fifteen minutes
without feeling a tremendous sense of panic.
"Paranoia comes quickly on the heels of an anxiety attack. 'Every-
one knows,' the victim believes, 'that I don't understand this. The
teacher knows. Friends know. I'd better not make it worse by
asking questions then everyone will find out how dumb I really am.'
This paranoid reaction is particularly disabling because fear of
exposure keeps us from constructive action. We feel guilty and
ashamed because we believe that our failure to comprehend this
one new idea is proof that we have been 'faking it' for years."21
I realized that if I wanted to 'get anywhere' I would have to start
asking questions. But how could I ask the 'right' questions without
exposing myself? In reply to my queries, programmers would reply: "eight
bits are a byte; find help files in directories; down u down search rules;
commonly defined a computer is an electronic machine that accurately
and rapidly calculates by storing instructions and information or data,
simple or complex math formulae - it has the capacity to compile, corre-
late, and select data.. . ." Needless to say, I was overwhelmed.
It was time to rethink the situation. I wanted to be an 'intelligent
user' and felt that an understanding of programming was essential in the
creative and speculative use of computer graphic systems.
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cn 33, Polaroid computer image.
Professor Ron MacNeil gave me a helpful suggestion to begin with
'lines'. Lines, part of the basic vocabulary of every visual artist, were a
familiar place to start.
The first program I wrote was called 'five-lines1'. I had to mentally
transfer my image of drawing lines on paper to the computer screen. I
thought of the programs as pencil on paper design exercises. The
immediacy of the visual results was tremendously gratifying. They invited
further exploration.
Duane Palyka, in his essay in Artist and Computer, provided a
helpful way of thinking about programming.
"Both the creation of paintings and the creations of computer pro-
grams are creations of objects - objects constructed out of ideas,
concepts, and craftsmanship. The aim is a finished work with
strong structure, patterns, imagery, and textures. Good structure in
a program can bring as much esthetic satisfaction as good struc-
ture in a painting. The code and structure of a program reflects the
personality of the person generating it. Both programming and
painting are problem solving processes to which each person has
his own approach." 22
However, the scientific process and the artistic process differ on
one basic point: the artist allows feedback from the process to dictate
changes in his goals, whereas the scientist interprets the results as
defining a state of his progress toward his predefined goals.
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The field of graphic design presents a bridge between the artistic
approach, often intuitive and emotion-based, and the logical analytic
approach. "Design is the process of inventing physical things which
display new physical order and organization. It is form in response to
function."23 The process of design is based on methodical problem
solving.
Christopher Alexander and Karl Gerstner offer two views:
"The ideas of diagrams are the key of creating form. It is an abstract
pattern of physical relationships which resolves a small system of
interacting and conflicting forces, and is independent of all other
forces, and all other possible diagrams. It is the idea that it is pos-
sible to create such abstract relationships one at a time - and to
create designs which are whole by fusing these relationships . ..
Because the diagrams are independent of one another, you can
study them and improve them one at a time, so that their evolution
can be gradual and cumulative. More important still, because they
are abstract and independent, you can use them to create not just
one design, but an infinite variety of designs, all of them free
combinations of the same set of patterns."2 4
"Instead of solutions for problems, programmes for solutions.. . . To
describe the problem is part of the solution. This implies: not to
make creative decisions as prompted by feeling but by intellectual
criteria. The more exact and complete these criteria are, the more
creative the work becomes. The creative process is to be reduced
to an act of selection. Designing means: to pick out determining
elements and combine them.""
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The same process is evident in computer programming. A com-
puter program is a procedure which, when compiled and run by the
computer, performs a certain function. Programming involves a step-by-
step process which must be as explicit and unambiguous as possible.
These are similar choices a designer must determine when faced with a
new job. Elegant programming and elegant design have a similar
aesthetic.
A second factor which helped me overcome my initial problems
with the machine was the patient help from the programmers at the VLW.
Consequently, I was able to spend more time working at the computer.
I had to remind myself to take small steps. I began with the idea of
filling a square with rectangular bands of color. After I programmed
'squarel', which generated verticle bands of random colors, I began to
modify it. First, I changed the width and directions of the bands. Then, I
was ready to 'load' a specific palette.
The TV colors began to 'speak' ... each morning I composed a new
color piece which was an extension of my thoughts. I began to see the
color pieces as conversations.
A conversation is defined by its participants and the way they inter-
act. It consists chiefly of a certain kind of activity - namely talking. Each
49
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turn at talking forms part of what ultimately becomes a coherent
message. There is a general pattern for all conversations. Typically, they
have a set of initial conditions and then pass through various stages,
including at least a beginning, a central body, and an end. The red, green,
and blue signals of the computer video display are the speakers.
Conversations follow a linear sequence with the general constraint
that they alternate. Some overlapping is permitted and there are lapses
where one speaker doesn't take her or his turn and the other speaker
continues - a monologue is the result. The color pieces follow these
general patterns and sequences as well. 2 8
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Conclusion
"You go places, getting from place to place, you have to get to
places on time, you find new places in the course of moving. .'30
Throughout the course of my thesis project, I discovered many possible
directions. Often, when I thought that I was actively pursuing one direc-
tion, another one of equal importance would surface. There are many
possible future detours and directions.
The key issue which I explored was the use of 'soft copy' for
personal 'idea sketching'. I took to the computer a familiar and personal
element which were my color notations. This provided a starting point
toward learning, using, and understanding 'computer aided design'.
To end, I would like to include thoughts by William Gass, Northop
Frye, and Jacob Bronowski. These thoughts might guide and inspire the
graphic artist/designer who faces the challenge of using computer
technology.
On color:
"As I should like to spell the theory now, the musician, for example,
counting on the auditory laws, creates a structure he knows the
mind will materialize in sounds of a certain kind. The musical score
represents the music's form in ink and paper. The disc represents it
in wiggles and rounds. The performance troubles the air with the
same structures. And our mind hears. But the qualities we taste in
wine, touch and feel along the thigh while loving, hear as singing,
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sniff from the steaming pot, or observe articulate the surface of a
painting, are, in fact, relations. Furthermore, the sense of passion
or of power, of depth and vibrancy, feeling and vision, we take away
from any work is the result of the intermingling, balance, play and
antagonism between these: it is the arrangement of blues, not any
blue itself, which lets us see the mood it formulates, whether
pensive melancholy or thoughtless delight, so that one to whom
aesthetic experience comes easily will see, Schopenhauer
suggests, sadness in things as readily as smoky violet or moist
verdigris.'' 28
On art and science:
"If we split the world in subject and object, we tend to assume that
the objective is real, the world of waking consciousness that we
can agree we are seeing and that the subjective world is one of
dreams and resentment and wishes and desires and similar
products of illusion. But this distinction between reality and
illusion arises only when we stare at the world passively.... But
when we think of reality in terms of a world to be remade, we find
that we need a model or imaginative vision of what we are trying to
achieve. The world of dream and fantasy can be a source of models
as well as illusions, and models are the first products of the chaos
of hunch and intuition and guesswork and free association out of
which the realities of art and science are made. This is the starting
point of all creative work in any area, however different the
products may be." 28
"All created works, in science and in art, are extensions of our
experience into new realms ... The work of science or of art moves
us profoundly, in mind and in emotion, when it matches our experi-
ence and at the same time points beyond it."30
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Glossary
basic design exercises: Simple, visual problems to study the basic
vocabulary of design; i.e., composition, balance, texture, line, and
color.
bit: [bi(nary)(digi)t]
The smallest unit of information in a computer; it has only two
possible values - a one or a zero.
Color-aid: Mat silkscreened paper, 202 colors in a pack, 24 hues, 4 tints of
each hue, 3 shades of each hue, 8 greys, plus black and white.
data organization:
bit - a one or a zero in computer memory
byte - a group of bits; normally eight
word - one or more bytes of data
field - a group of words containing related data
record - a group of related fields of data
file - a group of related data records
volume - all the data on one disk or tape
database - all the data in a computer system
frame buffer: The frame buffer at the VLW is made by Grinnell systems. It
is a piece of memory which takes bits converted to video signals
fed to a color video monitor to form the image. The frame buffer
memory is continuously scanned and displayed on the monitor.
The way the bits are set affects the way the three color guns excite
the phosphors on the tube surface.
hard copy: Print on paper.
interactive: Describes the use of a computer in which the computer
responds immediately to the input from a person.
memory: Method of storing information. It is made up of thousands of
individual cells, each of which contains a "bit."
soft copy: What you see on the video display. 57
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